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ON F-HARMONIC FORMS IN COMPACT LOCALLY

CONFORMAL KAHLER MANIFOLDS WITH

THE PARALLEL LEE FORM

BY TOYOKO KASHIWADA

Introduction. A locally conformal Kahler manifold (1. c. K-manifold) has
been studied by I. Vaisman [8]. Especially when its Lee form is parallel, the
manifold seems to have properties exceedingly similar to that of a Sasakian
manifold. In this paper, we consider certain forms which correspond to C(C*)-
harmonic forms of a Sasakian manifold and with it we have some informations
on the Betti number of the manifold by a decomposition of such forms. The
main result is that in a 2ra-dimensional compact 1. c. K-manifold with the
parallel Lee form, the following relation holds good between the p-th (p<m)
Betti number bp and the dimension ap of the vector space of certain £-forms
which are defined in § 2 :

\rbp-2r,
 rr=|_~2 J '

§ 1. Preliminaries. A locally conformal Kahler manifold is characterized
as a Hermitian manifold M2m(φ, g), 2m=the dimension, such that

with a closed 1-form a which is called the Lee form, ([2], [8]). Moreover, we
assume Vα=0, | α | = l and M is compact throughout this paper.

In this manifold, the following formulas are valid:

def
-βjgki + βίgkj-(Xjφki + θίiφkJ, βj = arφTJ,

<*rJn=βrJn=O,
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Wrβt=-2(m-ΐ)βt.

Furthermore, by virtue of Ricci's identity, we have

aτRnjk=0,

Rkhirjj R k h}τjι

(l l) —jH{ghi

from which

d 2)

(1-3)

(1.4) Rkm
rJ)r-R^3

rLr=-(RίJkrJnr-Rlju
rJllr) ,

(1 5) RkhrsJjrJιS—RjirsJkrJhS-

The exterior product of 1 or 2-form ω and £-form u(——τ-ulv..τ

dxllΛ "- Λdxtp) is given as

(ωΛu)ir..tp+1= ^(-l)k+1ωikulv.^ k...lp+1 (ω: 1-f orm),

(ωΛu)iy..tp+2= Σι(-l)k+ι+1ωiklιutl...-lk.^r..lp+2 (ω: 2-form),

w h e r e utv..tk...tp m e a n s ik i s o m i t t e d , a n d t h e i n n e r p r o d u c t f o r ^ - f o r m s u, vis

In general, the star operator * in a Hermitian manifold satisfies for a £-forms
u, v

**u=(—ϊ)pu, (*u, *v)=(u, v),

δu = —*d*u, Δ*=*Δ,

where

(du)iQ...lp= ΣQ {-

Σ R%kir*v.'r..i...tpΣ

and utl...}...lp means that r appears at the ̂ -th position.
Let operators e(ω), i(ω) with respect to a 1-form ω and L, Λ be as follows
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for a p-ίorm u :

e(ω)u=ωΛu, i(ω)u = *e(ω)*u,

Lu=dβAu=(e(β)dJrde(β))u,

Λu=(-l)p*L*u=(i(β)δ+δi(β))u.

Explicitly, these are written as

(i(ω)u)ir..lp=ωruri2...lp,

(Lu)ir..lp+=2

It should be remarked that

(e(ω)u, v)—{u, i{ω)v), (Lu, v)~(u, Λv).

Besides under the condition Vα=0, it is valid for ω—a, β,

Le(ω)=e(ω)L, Λi(ω)=i(ω)Λ ,
(1.6)

Li(ώ)=i(ώ)L, Λe(ω)=e(ω)Λ .

Since ω=a, β are Killing, the Lie derivative

θ(ω)=i(ώ)d+di(ω)

satisfies the relations ([1]):

and then θ(ω) commutes with i(ώ), e(ω), d and δ for ω—a, β respectively. In

the following we often write briefly e, i (resp. e', V) instead of e(β), i(β)
(resp. e(ά), i(α)).

We notice here that

ei'=—ϊe,

and

(1.8) Ae-eA=δL-Lδ, Ai-iA=dΛ-Λd,

Ae'-e'A=0, Aϊ-ϊA=0

because, for any Killing vector α>, the following relation holds good:
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(Ae(ω)—e(ω)A)u=δ(dωΛu)—dθ(ω)u+θ(ω)du — dωΛδu .

We remark also lβjji=lajji=§, and from which for ω=a, β

i(ω)Vβ=Vβi(ω), f(ω)7α=7αi(ω),

where we denote χJωutr..tp=ωrlrutl...tp.
In this paper the following formulas are used frequently:

LEMMA 1.1. In a I.e. K-manifold M2m with the parallel Lee form, | α | = l ,
the followings hold good for any p-form u.

( i ) (ΛLk-Lk•Λ)u=4k(m-p-k)Lk-ίu+4k(e'ϊ'+ei)Lk-ιu.

( i ) ' // iu=Λu=Q, r ^ 2 ,

ΛrLr+8=4r(r+s) - (l+s){(m-p-s-r) ••• (m-p-s-l)Lsu

+r(m-p-s-(r-l)) ••• (m-p-s-l)e'ϊLsu} .

(ii) (δL-L5)u=2(d!'β-Ί'βd)u+4((m-p)e-ei'e')u .

(iii) (dΛ-Λd)u=2{~δlβ+lβδ)u+K(p-rn)i-ιe'ϊ)u .

Proof, (i) and (i)' are known by the mathematical induction, (ii): Putting

(Γu)i0...%p= Σ Q ( - l ) V . Λ « » o ί » - . p ί

we get by straightforward computations

dlβU—lβdu=Γu — ee

(iii) is known by the dual of (ii) and the property *7'βU—1β*u. q. e. d.

§2. F-harmonic forms. At first we get

LEMMA 2.1. // u is harmonic p-form, then
( i ) i(a)u and e(a)u are harmonic,

(ii) 7 α w=0,

(iii) ([3]) Λu=0 (effective) and i(β)u=Q provided that p<m.

(i) and (ii) are evident if we notice that θ(ω)u=0 for a Killing vector ω, a
harmonic £-form u, and la—θ(a).

Proof of (iii): In general for any p-fovm u, from (1.8) and Lemma 1.1, it
follows that

Aeiu=2(dlβi~τ7βdi)ui-e(Ai-{-4(m-p)ei+4:ee/i/i)u
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and then

(leu, Aeιu)=2(ieu, dl βiu—1 βdiu)

=2(Λeu—iδeu, 1 βiu)—2(ιeu, 1 βdiu)

= —2(iδeu, X7βiu)—2(ιeu, 7' βdiu),

where we have used (Λeu, lβiu)=^{Λu, Hβiu)=^ΰ. Hence, for a form u which
satisfies

(2.1) dιu=δeu=0,

the equality

(2.2) (leu, Aeiu)=0

holds good. We notify beforehand that this fact will be used after again in
the proof of Lemma 2.5.

Now, let u be harmonic. By virtue of θ(β)u=0, (2.1) is satisfied and then
from (2.2) it follows deiu(= Liu)=0. So, making use of Lemma 1.1, we can
obtain

(—LAiu, iu)=4((m—p)iu+e'i'iUy IU) ,

which implies ιu=0 under p<m, and then Λu=(δι+iδ)u=Q. q. e. d.

DEFINITION. A form u is called F-harmonic if it satisfies

du=0 and δu = e(β)Λu .

As a harmonic £-form (p<m) is effective, the following is trivial:

PROPOSITION 2.2. A p-form (p<m) is harmonic if and only if it is effective
V-harmonic.

Corresponding to a well known property between a harmonic form and a
Killing vector, we can get

PROPOSITION 2.3. For any V-harmonic form u,

holds.

This property follows immediately from the Lemma:

LEMMA 2.4. For any V-harmonic form u, di(β)u—0 is valid.

Proof. If u is F-harmonic, taking account of (1.8), we get

δdiu=Aiu — dδiu=iAu + diδu
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=idδu + diδu=θ(β)eAu.

Then it follows that

(diu, dιu)=(iu, δdιu)=(iu, θ(β)eΛu)=0

because of eθ(β)=θ(β)e. q. e. d.

Next we shall consider orthogonal property to β of F-harmonic form.
For it, we provide

LEMMA 2.5. For any V-harmonic form u, it is valid that

( i ) δe(β)u=0,

(ii) i(β)u is V-harmonic,

(iii) Li(β)u=0.

Proof, (i) follows from δeu =—θ(β)u — eδu~O.

(ii): dιu=0 is Lemma 2.4. Next, taking account of (1.6), we have

δiu — Au—iδu—Au—ιeAu—eAιu.

(iii): By virtue of (i) and (ii), the equality (2.1) holds good, and then (2.2)
as mentioned before. Hence on account of δeiu=—θ(β)ιu—eδiu=0 ((ii)), we can
get

(deiu, deiu)=—(dieu, deiu)——(ιeu, Aeiu)=0,

which implies Liu—Q. q. e. d.

THEOREM 2.6. In a compact I. c. K-manifold M2m(φ, g, a) with the parallel

Lee form, a V-harmonic p-form u (p<m) is orthogonal to β, i.e., i(β)u=0.

Proof. By virtue of Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 1.1, we get

and then

(iu, —LΛiu)=—(Λιu, Λiu)

=4:(m—p)(iu, iu)+4(ϊιu, i'iu).

This equality implies iu=0 for m>p. q. e. d.

PROPOSITION 2.7. // a p-form u (p<m) is V-harmonic, then so is Λu.
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Proof. Let u be F-harmonic. About the codifferential, we know obviously
δAu=Aδu=eA(Au).

We shall prove now dΛu~Q. On account of Lemma 1.1 and (1.7), we have

from which

(dAu, dAu)=2(Au, δlβeAu)

^2(Au, -θ(β)lβAu-eδVβAu)

=2(β(β)Au, lβAu)-2{ιAu, δlβAu)

= 0 ,

where we have used ^7βe=e^β and the properties of Lie derivative:

θ(β)A=AΘ(β), {θ(β)v, w)=-(v, θ(β)w) for any forms v, w. q. e. d.

We can also state a F-harmonic form with the Laplacian as follow:

PROPOSITION 2.8. A p-form u (p<m) is V-harmonic if and only if i(β)u=0
and Au=LAu.

Proof. Necessity follows from Au — dδu=deAu=LAu (Prop. 2.7) and
Theorem 2.6.

Now we prove the sufficiency. Since

(du, du)+(δu—eΛu, δu — eAu)

=(du, du)+(δu, δu)-2(eAu, δu)+((zAuy eAu)

=(u, Au)—2(Au, Au—δiu)+(Au, Au—eiAu),

we know, under the assumption ιu=0 and Δu—LAu, the right hand side is
zero. Hence du=0, δu—eAu, which prove our Theorem. q. e. d.

The following Proposition provids examples of F-harmonic forms actually.

PROPOSITION 2.9. The 2k-form LkΊ is V-harmonic for any k.

Proof. d(Lk>i)=Q is trivial. So we shall prove δLkΊ = eALk l by
induction.

For k=l, as δL l=4(m—ΐ)β,eAL-l=4(m—ΐ)β, it is satisfied. Now we
assume δLk'1-l=eALk'1 l. Taking account of Lemma 1.1 and Ίβdβ=Of

i'Z/ 1=0, we can obtain
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= eΛLkΊ. q.e.d.

§ 3. Decomposition to harmonic forms. The purpose of this section .is to
study the Betti number relating with F-harmonic forms.

At first we consider a relation between AA and AA. On account of
Lemma 1.1 and Λδ=δΛ, we have for any ί-form u

ΛAu=Λ(δd+dδ)u

=δdΛu-2δWβδ+2(m-p)ι-2ιe'ϊ)u

+δdΛu-2{-δlβδ+2(p-l-7ri)iδ-2ιefϊδ)u

=AAu-4(p-m)Au+4:(iδ+δie'i'+e'i'iδ)u .

Since

-δe'iί'u=θ(a)iϊu+e'δiϊu

taking account of δi'=—i'δ and θ(a)=Va, we can get finally

LEMMA 3.1. For any p-forrn u, we have

(AA-AA)u=4:{(m-p)A+e(a)i(a)A-VJ(a)i(β)Jri(β)δ}u

Taking the dual of above formula and on account of *V«=7α* we can get

LEMMA 3.2. For any p-form it,

holds good.

Especially if u is a F-harmonic p-form (p<ni), Lemma 3.2 implies

ALu=LLAu-4:((p-m+ΐ)Lu--e'i'Lu+Vae'eu)

which means Lu is also F-harmonic if T7ae
/eu=0.

From this fact, we know that the (2/>+l)-form (2p—l<m)aΛdβΛ...Λdβ is
F-harmonic, because e'aΛdβ/x...Adβ=0 and a is F-harmonic.
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PROPOSITION 3.3. // u is a harmonic p-form, then Lku is V-harrnomc,
where

Proof. It is sufficient to notice

Vae'eLru=0,

which follows from Lemma 2.1 (ii), lae'e=e'ela and ^7adβ=0. q. e. d.

THEOREM 3.4. In a compact I. c. K-manifold M2m(φ, g, a) with the parallel
Lee form, any V-harmonic p-form u (p<m) can be represented uniquely as

Γ P 1
L LJ J

where φp-2k is harmonic (p—2k)-form.
Conversely, p-forms (p<m) of the type in the right hand side are V-harmonic.

Proof. We shall prove it by the mathematical induction. At first the
case p=Q and 1 are trivial because a F-harmonic form is harmonic necessarily.
We assume now its validity for (p—2)-form. Let u be a F-harmonic £-form
(p<m). Since Λup is F-harmonic by virtue of Proposition 2.7, there exist
harmonic (p—2—2&)-forms ψp-2-2k such that

Λup=Jj Lkψp.2-2k.

Now we put

^#-2 — Z I J L, ψp-2-2k >

where

r = ψp-2-2k e'J'ψp-2-2k

ψk ί

From Lemma 2.1, φp-2-2k are also harmonic. By virtue of Lemma 1.1 and
Lemma 2.1, it follows

m—

= Σ L ψp-2-2k

namely, ALvp-2—Aup. Now we define a jί?-form φp as
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Since Lvp-2=Σ Lk+1φp-2-2k is F-harmonic because of Proposition 3.3, φp is

F-harmonic. Moreover as Λφp=Λup—ΛLvp-2=Q, φp is harmonic. Then
Up=φp+Lvp-2=φp

Jr'Σl Lk+1φP-2-2k is the desired representation.
The uniqueness comes from the following Lemma:

LEMMA 3.5. For harmonic p, q-form ω, ζ {p, q<m)> we have

(Lkω, Lhζ)=0 (kΦh).

Proof. As iω=Λω=0, making use of Lemma 1.1 and (1.6), we know for
h<k

AhLkω=λLk-hω+μLk-he'ϊω, (λ, μ^const.).

Then from the property (Lω, ζ)=(ω, ΛQ, the Lemma is proved. q. e. d.

From Proposition 3.3, Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, we can get

COROLLARY 3.6. If u is a V-harmonic p-form (p<m), then so is Lu. More-
over the operator L is injective.

By virtue of Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.6, we can now obtain the desired
result:

THEOREM 3.7. In a compact Im-dimensional I. c. K-manifold with the parallel
Lee form, we have for p<m,

bp—ap—flp.2,

where ap is the dimension of the vector space Vp of all V-harmonic p-forms and
bp is the p-th Betti number,

§ 4. F*-harmonic forms. In this section we shall consider a dual form of
a F-harmonic form.

DEFINITION. A form u is called F*-harmonic if it satisfies

du = i(β)Lu, δu=0.

For example, βΛdβΛ...Adβ is F*-harmonic. From the definition, we know
easily

PROPOSITION 4.1. A p-form u is V*-harmonιc if and only if the (2m—p)-
form * u is V-harmonic.
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Since βΛdβΛ...Λdβ is F*-harmonic (2^+1) for any p, by virtue of Proposition
4.1, α2m-22?-i=l * s valid for any p. Hence combining with Proposition 2.9, we
can say

T H E O R E M 4.2. In a compact 2m-dimensional I c. K-manifold with the parallel

Lee form, we have ak^l for any k=0, 1, ••• 2m.

LEMMA 4.3. For a V*-harmonic p-form u, we have

( i ) e(β)u=0 (P>m),

(ii) θ(β)u=0 0/p),

(iii) Λe(β)u=0 Q/p).

Proof, (i) follows from i*u=0, (2m—p<m).

(ii) follows from Proposition 2.3, i.e., *θ(β)u=θ(β)*u=0 for any F-harmonic
(2m—p)-form *u.

(iii) follows from Lemma 2.5 (iii), i.e., *Λeu—(—l)pLι*u=0 for any In-
harmonic (2m—pyίorm *u.

Next we shall consider a decomposition of T/*-harmonic forms. For it,
we provide some Lemmas.

LEMMA 4.4. For any p(Φm), we have

where V% is the vector space of V*-harmonic p-forms.

Proof. From the definition, HPZ)VVΓ\V% is trivial. We shall prove
HpdVpΓ\V%. For p<m, it holds good evidently because of iu=Λu=0 (u^Hv).
As for p>m, taking account of that eΛu ——*ιL*u and *w is harmonic for a
harmonic form u, we have also eΛu~Q and ιLu~0. Hence the Lemma is
proved. q. e. d.

LEMMA 4.5. (i) e(β) is a homomorphism of F p WF*->7* + 1 . Especially,

e(β)\vp is injective for p<m.

(ii) i(β) is a homomorphism of Vp^JV^-^Vp-^ Especially, i(β)w* is surjec-

tive for p<m+l.

Proof. For u^Vp, deu = Lu=ιLeu+eLιu=ιLeu because Liu=0 for any

p (Lemma 2.5), and δeu = -θ(β)u-eδu=0 because θ(β)u=0 (Prop. 2.3). Then

For USΞV%, deu — Lu—edu—Lu—eiLu—iLeu, and as above, by virtue of

Lemma 4.2, δeu=0. Then
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Especially, for u^Vp (p<m), if eu=0, then O=ieu=u—eιu = u, namely,

e(β) is 1:1.
In a similar way, (ii) can be verified. Especially for non-zero u^Vp-lf

from (i), eu^Vp", and ieu=u — eiu=u for p—Km. q. e. d.

LEMMA 4.6. It is valid that for p<m

Hp=i(β)e(β)V*.

Therefore bp—^ if any only if e(β)V%={0} for p<m.

Proof. It is sufficient to notice that for u^V%, Vp^ιeu = u—eιu^V* and
for u^Hp (aV*)(p<m), u=ιeu+eiu=ιeu. q. e. d.

LEMMA 4.7. // ρ<m, we have V%=Hp(Be(β)Vp-1.

Hence a%=bp

J

Γap-1=bp+ Σ bp-1-2k (r=\—o~~ ) holds good where a% is the

dimension of V%.

Proof. HPr^eVp-1={0} follows from leu — u for M e F r l (PSm) which
oppose to iHp={0} (p<m). Next, for u^V%, from the previous Lemmas,
u^ieu+eiu^HpζBeVp-! is valid. Moreover from V%Z)eVp-ly V%Z)HpQ)eVp-1

is valid also, which completes the proof. q. e. d.

Making use of Lemma 4.7 and Theorem 3.4, we can obtain the following:

THEOREM 4.8. In a compact I. c. K-mamfold M2m(φ, g, a) with the parallel
Lee form, any V*-harmonic p-form u (p<m) is decomposed uniquely in the
following form.

where φk is harmonic k-form.
Conversely, p-forms (p<m) of the type in the right hand side are F*-

harmonic.

Remark. Recently, Ogawa and Tachibana [6] obtain the fact that if a
connected compact orientable Riemannian manifold admits a parallel vector

P
field, then Σ ( — 1 ) ^ - ^ 0 holds good. Hence in our manifold now, as av—ap-x

p

= ^Σ(—l)kbp-k because of Theorem 3.7, we can see the relation α^flp-i.
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